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kenneth_0132
Welcome back. Here in part two we are going to briefly start with Law Form. And then I
am going to go into the detail of the Mandate Of Non-Consent and the two Writs; that
comes to all members who input their data and sign-in to be a member, that you have to
generate with your data, or the system does on the website. Those three documents
are:
• The individual Mandate Of Non-Consent
• The Writ Of Habeas Corpus
• The Writ Of Prohibitio

So I am going to go into the detail of those three documents. But starting with Law Form
as I said yesterday, and this is an important thing for you to really get in terms of your
first set of facts that you begin to integrate.
A society has the full capacity to establish, create and maintain its own jurisdiction. It
has the capacity to create its own Court and Judicial system. The capacity to create its
own Law Form (and that is what we are going to talk about) and as well as its own
treasury, its own form of governance, and other elements that constitute a Sovereign
Body Politic.
A Law Form is essentially that. The form of law that is adopted and made into law
within the jurisdiction. The model that we are building upon, essentially follows the
ideal model that the United States of America and the United States was created as from
1776 into the early 1790’s. There is a lot of misunderstanding and disinformation as to
how that was put together; as to what the Constitution, the Declaration Of
Independence, Articles of Confederation, and other Acts that were created within that
time period. That is all going to be for another session the video at a later date.
2:11
But essentially the ideal form was a Constitutional Republic — not a Constitutional
Democracy. And a Republic is primarily a system of Sovereign entities that honour and
respect the Sovereign Integrity of every other entity as an artificial entity (such as a
state), as well as the standing members or standing participants in each of those Bodies
Politic. Essentially translated, that means honouring, and protecting, and securing the
Land Law Rights in the state, of every Living Being who is part of that Republic Form of
self-governance and utilizing a government services entity to provide limited
protections and services.
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So the government of the Kingdom Of David can be seen as that limited-service body
that is at one, at the same time establishing itself equal amongst the nations, but not as a
nation. So working side-by-side with the nation states and also side-by-side with the
First People — indigenous Original People — their domains, as equals within the
Sovereign Integrity of this new reality, new system that we are building. So the
declaration or the Proclamation Of Peace and Sovereignty Integrity also applies to
Nation States and to First Peoples.
Any and of all of those Sovereign Bodies Politic have the capacity to enter into Treaties
Of Mutual Recognition or Mutual Cognizance with the Crown of KOD [Kingdom Of
David] and that is what the Proclamation is intended to do. There are many things that
will come out of that (which I am not going to go into now), but the key is that obviously
the system we have — the matrix Babylon system — was designed to be hierarchically
controlled from the top. And, to suppress all the people and especially the Original
People who were actually by Contract with this world — this planet — they are the
original Stewards and Holders Of The Land. And I say Holders — equal and
synonymous with the word Steward — and not the word ‘owners’ because we do not
own the land. If we did, we would take it with us when we left this world.
4:48
Obviously we don't. But we can claim a ‘Right To Stand On The Land’ and to have a
freehold on the land — that gives a Standing In Law — and in relationship to the world
system. So any and all First Peoples who wish to enter into a Treaty Of Mutual
Cognizance with the Kingdom or with [King] David as the Crown are simply doing that.
They are not subjugating themselves to another King. Just as I said earlier, and they are
basically entering into a new playing field of Sovereign Integrity and Mutual Recognition
of that. So then as [King] David enters into treaties of Mutual Cognizance with Nation
States — who must enter into those treaties on the same terms and conditions and
principles — which is Going To Peace. Honouring the Sovereign Integrity of all beings
and all other Sovereign Bodies Politic and related points, which by those treaties, will
essentially level the playing field for all people in this world.
Those individual Living Beings — you and I — who accept that Offer Of Contract and all
First Peoples who have been marginalized, genocided, and basically suppressed, and
attempted to be eliminated from this world. So that is the essence in the component
parts of the building blocks of a society, in respect to a law form. It is not about creating
laws. In the framework of the KOD governing body (being like the government services
entity) that can enter into those treaties and act in a very similar way, as what the
original design in the United States Constitution was. Which was the federal government
would be very limited in function and power, but they would have specific powers and
functions such as treaty relationships, and things like that.
That is what the Government of KOD essentially will be structured and designed to do.
That leaves the Republic Form for the Society starting with the D’Vida, and all societies
created out of that Court System and that Law Form, to be honoured for their Land Law
rights and Estate and Sovereign Integrity. This is how it is been designed. So just as in
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the original Constitution Article One of the U.S. Constitution, gave Congress the power to
create laws, only for its jurisdictional territory.
7:46
Article One is a territorial jurisdiction article, and it was not intended that those federal
laws would apply to all of the people, but that was turned upside down. People were
turned into U.S. persons — U.S. citizens. Those are artificial fictional pieces of paper that
we contracted to attach ourselves to, and as such, that gives territorial jurisdiction to the
Living Beings, who are attached thereby.
In the KOD system and the D’Vida system, we will never do anything like that. We will
never allow attachment of any law that comes from the KOD government to be
controlling or superseding the Law of the People, and that is an absolute! Obviously in
the experiment of the United States and the United States of America, there were holes
and flaws in the Constitution that enabled that to be done. Which is way beyond the
scope of this video but progressively that education will be brought forth. Suffice it to
say, that Congress has territorial jurisdiction over what Congress has authority or
jurisdiction over.
In Article Four, Congress can make rules and regulations for the property that belongs to
the United States. Well in the Bankruptcy and the structure of the Franchise that I went
over on the whiteboard yesterday, that attaches us to that Franchise. We become
essentially bound to that property that they can make rules and regulations to control.
That is how that system was then turned upside down. Then when all the Nation States
were turned into corporations and then put into bankruptcy and brought under the
United States — that is how the world system of bondage, and control, and domination
was put in place!
That is your Babylonian system. The fundamental Contract to that is the money system.
So that is the ideal intended structure of the original U.S. Constitution, that got flipped
upside-down. In the Kingdom we are turning it right-side-up, and in the law form that is
going to be clearly established and defined; and so the government of the Kingdom Of
David is for the internal governing functions and nation, and First People relations, and
things like that.
But paramount to all of that, is the Proclamation Of Peace and the Sanctuary,
Protections, and Immunities therein contracting with the Ecclesia and mandating the
protections in the absolute integrity of our Sovereign Integrity. So what emerges out of
that is your Mandate of Law of Non-Consent and the two Writs issued by the King — the
foundation of that is the Law Form.
Just to encapsulate that and then to move on to the documents — it is a big subject that
will be unfolded over time — but essentially when a Society has the full right to create
its own Law Form, it can pick and choose whatever it wants to bring into its Law Form.
So most people think laws are legal promulgations by Congress or State Assembly, or a
dictator or whatever — and they are not laws. They are legal Codified Statutes and
Codes, that are issued based on the constructive way those systems work. Law is much
more fundamental.
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Law is the building blocks of what we call Common Law, Equity, Commerce, and other
things. And, we have the full right and capacity to pick and choose what ideally fits in
our new Law Form, and that is what we have been doing now for really the last ten years
but in an accelerated way, the last two to three years, and we will continue to do that. So
if it fits in the absolute Mandate of protecting the Sovereign Integrity of every Living
Being in Freedom Absolute, then we will adopt that particular component, to build into
our Law Form. If it doesn't, if it has any hidden element or overt element of control or
manipulation or subjugation or whatever, we just will not accept it in our Law Form.
So that is an all-encompassing description. There is a lot of detail behind that, and it will
take all of us a long time to learn it and integrate it as we are building forward. Concurrent with that, is understanding how a court system works (but which I will get into
a little bit as we go along in this video).
12:58
Audience
Aren't laws already there? They are inherent they just uncovered but revealed inherent.
kenneth_0132
Yes, basically so we can talk about it as universal laws. Some people will talk about it as
Divine Law and that is fine. Those are just words but basically the Laws of Nature. The
Law of Nature says that if I jump off of a cliff that is two-hundred feet down to the rocky
bottom, generally speaking the law will prevail that I will smash myself up and I will be
dead. Those are the generally accepted Laws of Nature.
In the equitable relationship of the Laws of Nature, if left alone, all things come to
balance. If they are manipulated — if they are attached to by a parasite — many things
like that, then they start becoming distorted. And whether you accept it or not, believe
it or not, see it or not — the world we now live in is vastly distorted from the true
natural order.
Where we can return to — steadily and slowly — is recontextualizing our working
system (our living system) and ourselves to start moving back to the Laws of Nature.
Now some would say that what is in the Bible or other sacred (considered sacred)
scriptures and so forth, is the Law of God. And those are required to be followed to the
letter (and I am not going to get into that) as you will notice that the language in these
documents says that:
“In the Sovereign Integrity of all Living Beings, one's personal belief and private
conscience are your yours and yours alone.”
So if that is your belief that is fine. But in the Republican Form of absolute protection of
my land, my laws, my estate, and my rights — that there is no right to come in and to
attempt to or force somebody to align with your personal beliefs and your private
conscience. That is what a Republic Form of governance is all about.
15:28
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So that is where we say we honour all paths, all religions, all faiths —but it must be done
within the context of honour and respect for all living beings — and what constitutes
their living, understanding, and their rights, and their expression through personal
belief and private conscience. If we can adhere to that as a principle — not a law —
because a law then becomes an external mandate, that forces people to do something,
but it is a living principle on common usage, custom and mutual agreement — and that
is what really law is about. Mutual agreement of honour and respect in the way I have
described it.
So if we come together in the Kingdom and the D’Vida Society on those principles then
we can live in Peace. Then you can worship, and have faith, or believe, or anything you
want, within your own private belief and conscience, and that is an underlying
Foundational Principle of the Kingdom. Some may disagree. Some may not like what I
am saying, but that is how this is being established. So you know I could go on and on,
and as my audience will tell you I do [laughter] too much, too often, too long. But you
know, what can I say?
Audience
Well actually that law actually is right on about vaccinations. That is a belief system that
is being impinged upon. It is not Natural Law. Absolutely. So Natural Law is on how you
maintain your physical body.
kenneth_0132
Well absolutely. What I was saying is I could go on and on with that and I will, but not in
this video. What this video — the last one and this one — will be is a series of videos
that I will do not just myself alone, but I will have conversations with [King] David.
I will have other people come in, progressively continuing to build the building blocks of
the facts and the essence, and the underlying understanding that I have accrued in my
process of unravelling the mystery and figuring out all the layers of the puzzle pieces,
and how they actually truly fit within their own layer and how they correspond to the
other layers. And so, it will be an unfolding over time of your knowledge building in
your understanding.
So that is all I am going to do today for the Law Form. The bottom line is we can pick
and choose that which aligns with the principles and the foundations that we are
building here.
So what comes out of your Acceptance of the Contract with [King] David — your
acceptance of his offer of Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities — is your own
individual Mandate Of Non-Consent. It is only two pages, and I am going to read through
it, and I am going to describe it. So you have a clear understanding of what is actually in
this document because we are having you Accept it as is. And you need to know
informed consent — informed knowledge — so that you are not just taking it on faith, or
belief, or blind expectation so that you know exactly what this document says.
19:10
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It is a mandate. It is your, what would be called in law, Writ Of Mandamus. We are going
to talk about Writs in a few minutes. But it is an Order from your Sovereign Being from
your Sovereign Integrity — your Absolute Right To Freedom Absolute — and capacity to
establish your land, your law, your rights, and your estate. And it starts with that
fundamental position that I went through yesterday — Non-Consent — that you are not
consenting to the binding law of the matrix system.
Starting with the United States Declaration Of Independence, that said it is based on the
consent of the of the government — and many have argued that the Declaration is some
sort of ‘bait and switch’— it is not what it was supposed to be! That it is really an
Instrument that belongs to the East India Company. Well that is fine. It did but it was
promulgated and accepted without rebuttal for two hundred and forty-five years and so
it stands, and one of its fundamental principles is:
“Government by the Consent of the governed.”
20:29
So by your establishing your Mandate Of Non-Consent — in the superior jurisdiction of
the Kingdom — this is law. It is law by mandate. It is law by contract. It is law by the
position of the Crown Sovereign in the Kingdom Of David that emerges from the House
of David. That is the fundamental building block of law on this planet. It is a Mandate by
a Living Being (not a human being) and you will notice that we have reference to that,
and many people will say, “Well, we are all human beings” but look in the Law
Dictionary.
Remember jurisdiction is the definition of words that you bound yourself by ‘oath and
attachment’ to that Law Form in their system. Look in the law dictionary. There are
many online. Look under a dictionary called Black’s (b-l-a-c-k-‘-s). That has about ten
or eleven editions, and a good one to look at is Black's 6th Edition. It was a 100-year
Anniversary Edition, when it first came out in 1891. It was issued in 1991 and read the
preface. It is very revealing. It basically says:
“Essentially we are now changing all the definitions in the Law Form to
correspond to our now perfected control system through Bondage to the matrix
reality that we have gotten almost everybody on the planet to bind themselves by
Contract and Agreement.”
So in there a ‘human being’ is defined as:
“A monster, and a monster is defined, as one who has no inheritable blood”
Well that is interesting. What is inheritable blood? Well remember I talked about the
Oath Of Fealty, and the Land Grant from the King and the Sovereign to the Land of
Gentry and those Living Beneficiaries. Because they consider themselves Living and
they considered ourselves — all the people — as the walking dead. Civilly dead zombies
in their jurisdiction, and in their jurisdiction it is true, because they have the right of
definition.
22:50
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So they define a monster as “Not having inheritable blood”. The only one who can
inherit a Living Estate is a Living Beneficiary — one who is recognized in their system.
Inheritable blood means land — or inheritable means land to inherit — an Estate, a
Landed Estate. We have no Standing to do that, therefore in their view, we are a
monster, because our blood cannot pass Estates and Land to our next generation.
We are changing that in the Kingdom. We are returning everybody through the doorway
of the King's Standing to return us all to the Land, and basically transform our blood to
‘Inheritable Standing On The Land’. So that is why we use the reference of a Living Being
— a Living Beneficiary — a Living Man, a Living Woman, a Living Being. Every word,
every phrase, every construction in these documents are precisely put the way they are,
and they have very specific meanings. Those meanings are known by those masters of
definitions, and masters of word arrangements, and all the rest of it and it has force and
effect in law. That is what you have to understand.
24:20
Many people have asked me already, ‘Well, where does it say that they are going to
honour this?”
Well for one, if only a few of us do this, yeah they can walk over it. But if thousands and
millions of people do this, it has a force and effect —and it binds them to the law — that
they do have to follow whether you believe that or not. Fundamental is the Law Of
Consent, that we have been talking about. Jurisdiction is created by law. Laws created
by Contract, is created by mutual consent. So this is a Mandate of Non-Consent by a
Living Being with Claim Of Life.
Do you know that you have never claimed your life? You have never claimed:
•

Your Law

•

Your Land

•

Your Rights

•

Your Estate

•

Your Life

•

Your DNA

•

Or your Body

And that they proceed:
“On the presumption that without a claim — you have abandoned it. You have
accepted certain benefits and privileges”.
25:41
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And there is more to this that I won't go into now but that is actually the fact. Initially,
when we are born, and they converted us to a Record Of Vital Statistic and issued
Certificates Of Vital Record and Birth Certificates.
What has happened there is the mother as a guardian — a legal guardian by contract
with the state —has submitted the newborn baby to be a Ward Of The State — and has
tacitly agreed — the baby's estate has been abandoned.
And that Estate fundamentally is the genetics in the body because that is the only thing
that we inherit that endures through time. It is the Ancestral Lineal Estate in the
genetics that comes through the mother and father, and their mothers and fathers (and
all the way back to the beginning of our life stream on this planet).
That is what we have as our Inheritable Estate — and it is abandoned at birth — and we
have to reclaim it. And, we have to reclaim it physically putting it onto a piece of paper,
that we put our wet ink signature on. Not an electronic signature but a wet ink
signature that comes from our spirit, through our body, through our hand to that ink
onto that paper, and it is a Declaration to all the Universe that you have reclaimed your
life.
26:47
Very important! It is written in this document. Claim Of Life and Universal Rights,
which we have gone through, and we will continue in other videos and the second line
says,
“Acceptance of Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities.”
That is an Acceptance of the Contract — Contract is Offer and Acceptance. When you
accept a Contract, you are accepting all the Equity that is given to you in that Contract
(and that is another video, another lesson for another time). It starts by saying:
”TO ALL WHOM THIS DECLARATION IS PRESENTED, this is My Claim of Right
Life and Sovereign Integrity”.
Very simple declaratory statement.
“It is my Expressed Authentic Declaration of Inter Vivos Trust.”
Trust can be implied, they can be constructed, or they can be expressed. An expressed
Trust leaves no doubt as to what is being expressed in the Body of the Trust document.
This is actually a Trust document, and it is defined as a Sacred Trust, because it is
protected under the Ecclesiastical Law that predominates and controls in this world.
That is why we call it a Sacred Trust, and it is a declaration of Inter Vivos Trust. ‘Inter;
means between and ‘vivos’ means living. So it is a Trust between the Living. That is
very important and then parentheses it says:
“(A Sacred Trust Amongst The Living) as a Declaration Of Peace and Sovereign
Integrity.”
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It just mirrors the Proclamation Of Peace and Sovereign Integrity. You are making it
your own by declaring:
“This is My acceptance of the Offer of Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities
issued by Royal Proclamation and Decree by His Majesty David Joel, Crown
Sovereign of the Kingdom Of David.”
“My acceptance constitutes a Binding Private Contract.”
Everything we have talked about.
“An Offer and Acceptance that no man or man-made institution can impede or
impair the rights and obligations thereof.”
Everything I described earlier.
“Said contract has been established, has established a Sacred Trust within the
Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities provided by the House Of David. It is a
Contract Inviolate. [It cannot be violated] by Divine Writ and so engage pursuant
to My Deeply Held Personal Beliefs and Private Conscience.”
29:39
You don't say what your beliefs or conscience are — that is your private business —
your private matter. It just says it is pursuant to that. So of course in the United States,
Article Of Amendment Number One — First Amendment — it is the absolute prohibition
against any manipulation of the right basically to what they call religion. I don't call it
religion because that is another story. I call it your personal belief and private
conscience. But in their law it is the same thing, and it must be upheld.
“This is my Notice Of Intent.”
You are establishing your Will. You are defining your Will by the intentions that you
include in this document. Your intent to enter this declaration into the Permanent
Archival Record of the Court Of The People — the Ecclesia — within the Ecclesiastical
Court for the Kingdom Of David. So you are making a Permanent Record.
“I hereby inscribe My Unique Signature Frequency”.
Your spirit — this is why they always want you to sign something. This is why, when in
the United States you get a Social Security card — which is a form of a Bond that
attaches all your Equity to the Estate that you abandoned — while you get insurance
privileges through that scheme. That is why. Just look it up on the internet. You don't
have to be in the U.S. to have a card to find this. Just look up Social Security card image
and go and google images. There are plenty of them there and you will see Two Pillars
and the Arc, and when you put your signature on that line you will also read that it says,
“This card is property of the United States”.
It is not your property. It belongs to the United States — but your signature — your wet
ink signature attaches your spirit, your life force, to that whole scheme — in between
the two pillars of the King and the Priests. Lifted off the land — binding you to the Law
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of the Priests and yoked in that Mantle of Anu — which are the gods of old (which is
another story).
32:11
So you are now inscribing your unique signature frequency and entering yourself into
the Book Of Life. Your genetic code is your Book Of Life. You are reclaiming your life,
your genetics, and you are establishing an absolute Prohibition To Consent, to anything
being inserted into your genetics. That is what it says.
“I do so of my Sovereign Free Will Choice to align My Life with all of Life, in the
Principles of Universal Law and Equity. [The Law Form of KOD.] I claim my
Living Substance, [my physical body] and Eternal Soul as uniquely and solely
Mine.”
Many of you don't know that the Pope in 1302 issued a Papal Bull which was supposed
to be Absolute and by Divine Right. And you know as the so-called vicar and all the rest
of that, and subsequent Papal Bulls for the next two-hundred years, the Papacy and the
Holy See in the Vatican claimed they had absolute right to:
• All land
• All flesh
• And all souls

33:35
And this entire schematic of Babylon and the matrix is for one purpose — to Bind you
(as I have described it) and for you to voluntarily Bind your flesh to their money magic
system and their genetic encroachment system, so that they can harvest your soul.
Period. So you are reclaiming it:.
“I claim my Living Substance and my Eternal Soul as uniquely and solely Mine,
and I declare that I am at Peace with all of Mankind, and all institutions thereof .”
So you are Going To Peace. You are not going to war with all these man-made
institutions, but you have made it clear that no man and man-made institutions can
impede or impair your right to enter this Contract.
“All institutions thereof [of mankind] both public and private, and I am
aligned with the Royal Proclamation Of Peace and Sovereign Integrity. I
herewith hold and preserve the Protections and Immunities provided within
the Sanctuary of the Kingdom Of David.”
You are holding those protections and immunities. You must make them your own. We
must come together in mutual cognition, recognition, and respect to protect ourselves
within this new reality. It emerges out of our individual declaration and our mandates.
“In so doing, the sanctity of My Living Flesh cannot and shall not be violated
without My full and absolute written consent. Nor that of My children or
immediate family members that I have named.”
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And to be clear if there is someone in your family over 18 who is impaired, whether it is
an elderly or someone who doesn't have full faculties, you can name them on your
Mandate and on your Writs. But if they have full faculties to enter into contracts on their
own, you cannot name them. That would be impeding on their Sovereign Integrity and
their right to either enter this Contract or not. Ok?
“This is My Declaration that I do not consent to be subjected to any forced
intrusion on My Body, or it is a forced intrusion or otherwise through medical
actions such as vaccinations, capture of My genetic material, forced immersion
within dangerous electronic frequencies [such as 5G and all the other EMFs and
everything that we are swimming in all the time] that are deleterious to My
well-being and that of My family (who are herewith protected under this
declaration and the Royal Proclamation Of Peace and Sovereign Integrity
attached hereto) or by any other means, without full disclosure and My written
consent.”
36:47 “Any agent officer or representative of any public domestic government,
international institution or agency thereof, must present written authority
whereby they presume to supersede this Order and the attached Proclamation,
including the Writ of Habeas Corpus and the Writ of Prohibitio issued
therefrom.”
Such written authority must be autographed, meaning self-written. Signature is a
different thing which is why we call it an autograph. Meaning a wet ink signature —
your wet ink autograph.
“Such authority must be autographed with original wet ink autographs, by said
Agent and His or Her superior, under penalty of perjury and full commercial
liability, to be sent by Registered Mail to My postal location as provided below. If
such written authority is presented, I shall readily accept it and honour it to the
full extent of the law.”
Now some people think that then mitigates your absolute capacity to say “No” to what
they say they have the authority to do. Well first of all it is very unlikely that they are
going to send you a written document with their wet ink signature, because when they
put the wet ink signature on that document, they are attaching themselves to the
potential liability of what they are declaring.
And when I say liability, I am not talking about any of the stuff that circulates, that
people think is working Notice Of Liability. Because that is done in Commerce and when
you do that, the only way it works and is enforceable, is if you go into legal action and
enforce the presumptive commercial liability that you are putting them On Notice, as if
they have.
38:52
And when you do that, you are back in the commercial arena in the field of battle. You
have just disempowered yourself by issuing that Notice and anything else you may do
with it. But it does provide for Equitable liability in a way that we are building all of this
towards, which I will explain at the end of this video.
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And when you say:
“I will readily accept it and I will honour to the full extent of the law”.
Remember what I just said earlier? We honour everything. We give Equity, to do Equity,
but when we honour it to the full extent of the law, that means the law within which we
are establishing all of this the Law Form in the jurisdiction of the Ecclesia — the Court
Of The Ecclesia — and everything that we are building with that to enforce and protect
us under the King's Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities.
So, there is more to honouring something that is presented (which I will get into in other
videos) but essentially when you accept it — you take control over it. You can now
honour it in the law — and the law prevails — and requires that they cannot and will
not have the authority to continue with their so-called mandates or enforce forced
vaccinations, or whatever.
40:25
“But failing to do so, [meaning sending the written authority] all such public
actors and agents will immediately withdraw their claims, and under the
mandates of the public trust”
Their trust. It shall be with them appended to the said Royal Proclamation and be
required to maintain the Protections and Immunities as provided thereby.
So by doing that, you are essentially peacefully requiring them to give their written
authority, attach themselves to the liability, honouring it. And by so doing you bring
them into our jurisdiction, and thereby required by the law that they must honour,
respect, and enforce, and maintain the Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities of the
King, and that is basically it.
And then it ends with the date and the witness it says:
“Equity regards done, that which ought to be done.”
That is a Maxim Of Equity, and then you conclude with this is my Will. Establishing your
Will and as proclaimed and written so, shall it be done. You are establishing an
Equitable instrument and relationship and inequity:
“That which ought to be done must be done”.
Ok. So I will come back with the next part with the two reds and whiteboard…
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